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Abstract
Einstein Gravity can be formulated as a gauge theory with the tangent space
respecting the Lorentz symmetry. In this paper we show that the dimen-
sion of the tangent space can be larger than the dimension of the manifold
and by requiring the invariance of the theory with respect to 5d Lorentz
group (de Sitter group) Einstein theory is reproduced unambiguously. The
other possibility is to have unitary symmetry on a complex tangent space
of the same dimension as the manifold. In this case the resultant theory
is Einstein-Strauss Hermitian gravity. The tangent group is important for
matter couplings. We show that in the de Sitter case the 4 dimensional space
time vector and scalar are naturally unified by a hidden symmetry being com-
ponents of a 5d vector in the tangent space. With a de Sitter tangent group
spinors can exist only when they are made complex or taken in doublets in
a way similar to N=2 supersymmetry.
1 Introduction
The experimental evidence that Lorentz symmetry is preserved for effec-
tive four-dimensional theories is overwhelming. In curved space-time this
Lorentz symmetry is realized as a local symmetry of the tangent manifold
[1] [2]. Moreover, to incorporate spinors in general relativity, we are forced
to consider this local symmetry because there are no spinor representations
of the diffeomorphism group. Usually the dimension of the tangent space
is taken to be equal to the dimension of the curved manifold and then the
Lorentz symmetry is simply a manifestation of the equivalence principle,
which is valid in torsion-free theories. General relativity could then be for-
mulated as a gauge theory of the Lorentz group where the gauge fields are
the spin-connection. In reality one can search for all possible tangent groups
in d-dimensional space-time [3]. In this paper we will investigate whether
it is possible to have a larger group of symmetry in the tangent space and
still unambiguously reproduce general relativity. We will show in section 2,
that this is indeed possible by taking the tangent space to be real with de
Sitter group symmetry. The de Sitter gauge invariant action which is lin-
ear in curvature is shown to be identical to Einstein gravity, provided that
metricity condition is imposed on the spin and affine connections. In section
3 we consider matter interactions of gravity with the de Sitter group as the
tangent group. We then, in section 4, consider a complex tangent space and
show that the relevant symmetry in this case is the unitary symmetry. The
resultant theory is the Einstein-Strauss theory. Section 5 is the conclusion.
An appendix treats the special limit of Poincare symmetry, and examines the
relation of our new formalism in three dimensions with Witten’s formulation
of Chern-Simons gravity.
2 Gravity with de Sitter tangent group
Let us begin with a d-dimensional manifold and assume that at every point of
this manifold there is a real N -dimensional tangent space spanned by linearly
independent vectors vA, where A = 1, 2...N. Assuming that d ≤ N , the
coordinate basis vectors eα ≡ ∂/∂xα, where α = 1, 2...d, span d-dimensional
space. Next we define the scalar product in the tangent space and take the
1
vectors vA to be orthonormal
1
vA · vB = ηAB. (1)
where ηAB is Minkowski matrix. The Lorentz transformations
v˜A = Λ
B
A vB, Λ
C
A ηCDΛ
D
A = ηAB (2)
preserve the orthogonality of the vielbein, v˜A · v˜B = ηAB. The scalar product
of coordinate basis vectors then induces the metric in d-dimensional manifold
eα · eβ = gαβ(xγ). (3)
Expanding eα in vA-basis
eα = e
B
αvB, (4)
and substituting in (3) we obtain the following expression for the metric gαβ
gαβ = e
A
αe
B
β ηAB, (5)
in terms of components. Tangent space indices are raised and lowered with
the Minkowski metric, thus
eAα = ηABe
B
α = (vA · eα) , (6)
and ηAB is inverse to Minkowski matrix ηAB. Next we consider parallel trans-
port on the manifold relating vectors in “nearby” tangent spaces. The affine
and spin connections determining the rules for parallel transport of the co-
ordinate basis vectors and vielbein are defined via
∇eβeα ≡∇βeα = Γναβeν , ∇βvA = −ω BβA vB, (7)
where ∇β is the derivative defining the rate of change of vectors along a
basis vector eβ . When applied to a scalar function f this derivative acts
as a partial derivative with respect to the appropriate coordinates, that is,
∇βf = ∂f/∂x
β . Notice that ηAB and gαβ as defined in (1) and (3) are the
sets of scalar functions and, hence, ∇βηAB = 0,∇γgαβ = ∂gαβ/∂x
γ ≡ ∂γgαβ .
1We use the notation and methods of Misner, Thorne and Wheeler ([4]), in particular
Chapters 9 and 10.
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Given ηAB, gαβ and e
A
α we derive the consistency (metricity) conditions
for the connections by taking derivative of equations (1), (3) and (6). In
particular, we obtain
(∇αvA) · vB + vA · (∇αvB) = −ωαAB − ωαBA =∇αηAB = 0, (8)
that is, the spin connection should be antisymmetric with respect to tangent
space indices, ωαAB = −ωαBA. Applying the derivative ∇γ to (3) gives
Γναγgνβ + Γ
ν
βγgαν = ∂γgαβ (9)
Assuming that torsion is absent, Γναβ = Γ
ν
βα, these equations are solved un-
ambiguously, giving the well known result
Γγαβ =
1
2
gγσ (gασ,β + gσβ,α − gαβ,σ) , (10)
where gγσ is inverse to gαβ, that is, g
ασgσβ = δ
α
β . We would like to stress that
affine connections are determined unambiguously irrespective of the group of
tangent space. Finally, from (6) we obtain
∂βeAα = −ω BβA eBα + ΓναβeAν . (11)
Let us find when these equations can unambiguously be solved for ω AβB in
terms of the soldering form eBα and metric gαβ. The total number of com-
ponents of eBα is Nd. Given a metric gαβ, whose derivatives determine Γ
ν
αβ
via (10), and hence impose 1
2
d2 (d+ 1) constraints on ∂βeAα, leaves us with
d
(
Nd− 1
2
d (d+ 1)
)
independent equations (11) to determine 1
2
dN (N − 1)
antisymmetric spin connections ωβAB. Note that for any N and d the num-
ber of equations can never exceed the number of independent ωβAB to be
determined, and hence for any dimension of tangent space the system of
equations is not overdetermined. However, the spin connection is unambigu-
ously determined only if the number of equations is equal to the number of
its unknown components:
d
(
Nd− 1
2
d (d+ 1)
)
=
1
2
dN (N − 1) .
The only solutions of this equation are N = d and N = d + 1. The first
case is well known and thus we shall concentrate on the second case which
corresponds to the larger symmetry group SO(1, d) of the tangent space. In
3
the case of a four-dimensional manifold the tangent space is five dimen-
sional. The metric in 5d tangent space can then be taken either to be
ηAB = diag (1,−1,−1,−1,−1) or ηAB = diag (1, 1,−1,−1,−1). In the first
case the gauge group is 5d Lorentz group SO(1, 4) which is also the group of
symmetry of 4d de Sitter space (de Sitter group), while in the second case
the group is SO(2, 3) (the group of symmetry of 4d anti de Sitter space).
For definiteness and from here on, we consider these cases only. Note that
although the consistency equations do not lead to any contradiction for an
arbitrary dimension of tangent space the connections are entirely determined
by the soldering form only if N = d or N = d + 1. Otherwise the spin con-
nection is not unambiguously determined by the fundamental soldering form
and the theory is not well defined.
In order to construct gauge invariant Lagrangians we need to define
eαA = g
αγeγA = g
αγηABe
B
γ . (12)
Rewritten in terms of eαA, equation (11) becomes
∂βe
α
A = −ω BβA eαB − ΓανβeνA. (13)
The soldering form eαA is inverse to e
B
β only if the of dimension of the tangent
space and the dimension of the manifold match. In case of a de Sitter tangent
group contraction over tangent space indices gives
eαAe
A
β = g
αγηABe
B
γ e
A
β = g
αγgγβ = δ
α
β , (14)
however, contraction over space-time indices gives
eαAe
B
α 6= δAB. (15)
To prove this, let us introduce the unit vector n orthogonal to all eα, that
is, n · eα = 0 and n · n =ε, where ε = −1 or +1 for de Sitter and anti de
Sitter groups correspondingly. The vectors n and eα form a complete basis
in tangent space and therefore
vA = v
α
Aeα + nAn. (16)
Taking into account (6) we have
vαA = g
αγ (vA · eγ) = gαγηABeBγ = eαA, (17)
4
that is, the soldering form eαA coincides with the coefficient v
α
A in expansion
(16). Taking this into account one gets
ηAB = vA · vB = vαAvβBgαβ + εnAnB = eαAeαB + εnAnB, (18)
or after rasing the tangent space index we obtain
eαAe
B
α = δ
B
A − εnAnB ≡ PAB (19)
where PAB is a projection operator: P
A
C P
C
B = P
A
B .
The components nA satisfy the following relations
nAeαA = 0, nAn
A = ε. (20)
To prove this let us note that it follows from (16) that vA · n = εnA. Substi-
tuting here the expansion
n = n˜BvB, (21)
we infer that n˜B = εnB and hence
n = εnBvB = ε
(
nBeαBeα + n
BnBn
)
, (22)
from which (20) immediately follows.
In vielbein formalism the soldering form eαA is a fundamental quantity and
the group of symmetry under which the theory is required to be invariant
is the group of local Lorentz transformations (2), where Λ BA = Λ
B
A (x) .
Under Lorentz transformation we have
v˜A = Λ
B
A vB = Λ
B
A (e
α
Beα + nBn) = e˜
α
Aeα + n˜An, (23)
and hence
eαA → e˜αA = Λ BA eαB (24)
The transformation law for the spin connection follows from its definition:
ω˜ BβA v˜B = −∇βv˜A
Substituting v˜B = Λ
C
A vC and taking into account (7) we infer that
ω BµA → ω˜ BµA =
(
ΛωµΛ
−1
)B
A
+
(
Λ∂µΛ
−1
)B
A
, (25)
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where Λ and Λ−1 are the matrices corresponding to Lorentz transformation
and its inverse. Up to this point, we have considered only vector representa-
tions of the Lorentz group. In general,
Λ = exp
(
λABJAB
)
(26)
where JAB are corresponding generators of the Lie algebra which satisfy the
commutation relations
[JAB, JCD] =
1
2
(ηBCJAD − ηACJBD − ηBDJAC + ηADJBC) (27)
Consider spinors ψ which transforms according to
ψ → exp
(
1
4
λABΓAB
)
ψ, (28)
where ΓAB =
1
2
(ΓAΓB − ΓBΓA) are generators of the Lie algebra in the spinor
representation and ΓA are d+ 1 Dirac matrices satisfying
{
ΓA,ΓB
}
= 2ηAB, Γ†A = Γ0ΓAΓ0. (29)
We note that the signature of ηAB does not play any significant role in the
derivations that follow, and thus our results holds equally well for both de
Sitter and anti de Sitter tangent groups. The Dirac action
∫
d4x
√
g ψiΓCeαCDαψ, (30)
where
Dα ≡ ∂α + 1
4
ω ABα ΓAB, (31)
is invariant under gauge transformations (24), (25) and (28). This action is
real, thanks to the metricity conditions (13).
Next one constructs the curvature of the connection Dµ defined by
[Dµ, Dν ] =
1
4
R ABµν ΓAB, (32)
where
R ABµν (ω) = ∂µω
AB
ν − ∂νω ABµ + ω ACµ ω BνC − ω ACν ω BµC . (33)
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This curvature transforms as
(Rµν)
B
A
→ (ΛRΛ−1) B
A
, (34)
and hence
R (ω) = eµAR
AB
µν (ω) e
ν
B, (35)
is invariant under local gauge transformations. The gauge invariant action
is then given by
S = − 1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√
gR (ω) (36)
Although this action appears to depend on the non-diagonal eµA, it is a func-
tion of gµν only.
To prove this we first find how the tangent space covariant derivative acts
on the components of a vector l =lCvC . Using spinor representation for the
vector we have
Dν
(
lDΓD
)
= ∂ν l
DΓD +
1
4
ω BCν [ΓBC ,ΓD] l
D. (37)
Taking into account the commutation relation [ΓBC ,ΓD] = 2 (ηCDΓB − ηBDΓC)
one gets
Dν
(
lDΓD
)
=
(
∂νl
D + ω Dν C l
C
)
ΓD, (38)
and hence we deduce
Dν l
D = ∂ν l
D + ω Dν C l
C . (39)
In particular, it follows that
Dνe
ρA = ∂νe
ρA + ω Aν Be
ρB, (40)
which in turn implies that
[Dµ, Dν ] e
ρA = R ABµν (ω) e
ρ
B. (41)
On the other hand, using metricity condition (13), we have
Dνe
ρA = −ΓρνσeσA, (42)
and therefore
Dµ
(
Dνe
ρA
)
= −Dµ
(
Γρνσe
σA
)
= − (∂µΓρνσ) eσA − Γρνσ
(
Dµe
σA
)
= −∂µΓρνσeσA + ΓρνσΓσµκeκA. (43)
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Taking the commutator one gets
[Dµ, Dν ] e
ρA = − (∂µΓρνσ − ∂νΓρµσ + ΓρµκΓκνσ − ΓρνκΓκµσ) eσA
= −Rρσµν (Γ) eσA. (44)
Comparing this result with (41) we arrive at the identity
R ABµν (ω) e
ρ
B = −Rρσµν (Γ) eσA, (45)
which in turn leads to
R (ω) = eµAR
AB
µν (ω) e
ν
B = −Rνσµν (Γ) eσAeµA
= Rνσνµ (Γ) g
σµ = R (Γ) . (46)
This completes the proof that the gauge invariant action (36) is equivalent
to Einstein action and involves only those combinations of eµA which reduce
to the metric gµν . The remaining
1
2
d (d+ 1) independent combinations of
eµA components represent the
1
2
d (d+ 1) gauge degrees of freedom associated
with SO(1, d). Thus, we conclude that it is possible to formulate Einstein
gravity as a gauge invariant theory with the tangent group being de Sitter
or anti de Sitter.
We would like to stress that in proving identity (46) we never (and could
not) assume that the soldering form eµA has an inverse and, moreover, this
result is valid for an arbitrary dimension of tangent space. However, as it
was noticed above the theory is well defined only if N = d or N = d+1. We
could also consider a gauge invariant action involving higher order curvature
invariants. One can show that even in this case the action depends only on
the metric gµν . To give an example consider all possible terms which are of
second order in curvature
R ABµν R
CD
ρσ (c1 e
µ
Ae
ν
Be
ρ
Ce
σ
D + c2 e
µ
Ae
ν
Ce
ρ
De
σ
B + c3 e
µ
Ce
ν
De
ρ
Ae
σ
B) , (47)
because other terms are related to these three by symmetry. The first term
is identical to R2 (Γ), while for the second term we have
R ABµν (ω) e
µ
Ae
σ
BR
CD
ρσ (ω) e
ν
Ce
ρ
D = g
µκRσκµν (Γ) g
νλRρλρσ (Γ) . (48)
after using the identity (45) twice. Similarly, the third term gives
R ABµν (ω) e
ρ
Ae
σ
BR
CD
ρσ (ω) e
µ
Ce
ν
D = g
κρRσκµν (Γ) g
µλRνλρσ (Γ) , (49)
which proves that the most general action which is second order in spin-
connection curvature is identical to the one that depends on affine-connection
curvature.
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3 Matter couplings
We have seen that gravity is insensitive to the gauge group of the tangent
space. In this section we will show that, to the contrary, matter “feels” the
tangent space group. Let us consider the matter couplings in the case of
de Sitter tangent group. In this case the fundamental spinors, vectors and
tensors are defined as representations of the 5d Lorentz group of tangent
space, and their Lagrangians must be invariant with respect to de Sitter
symmetry. In vierbein formulation of gravity, we can exchange space-time
tensors with Lorentz tensors. This is no longer valid for de Sitter tangent
group because in this case the vielbein eµA is not invertible and, for example,
a vector in the tangent space is not equivalent to a space-time vector. In
fact as we will show now the 5d de Sitter vector is equivalent to 4d space
time vector and real space time scalar. Therefore, de Sitter tangent space
“unifies” 4d vectors and scalars.
Let us consider a 5d vector H, which can be expanded in terms of com-
ponents as (see (16), (17)):
H = HAvA = H
AeαAeα +H
AnAn =H
αeα + φn, (50)
where
Hα = HAeαA, φ = H
AnA, (51)
are the components of a 4d vector and a scalar, respectively. Multiplying the
first equation by eBα and taking into account (19) we derive
HB = HαeBα + εφn
B; (52)
since eBαnB = 0 and n
AnA = ε (see (20)) it follows from here that
HBHB = gαβH
αHβ + εφ2. (53)
Let us construct the curvature of HA
FAB = DAHB −DBHA, (54)
where DA ≡ eαADα and Dα is covariant derivative with respect to tangent
space vector indices (see (39)); therefore, the components with only space
time indices are scalars with respect to this derivative, for example, DαH
β =
∂αH
β. Taking this into account and using decomposition (52) we find
DAH
B = eβAe
B
α ∂βH
α + eβAH
αDβe
B
α + εe
β
An
B∂βφ+ εe
β
AφDβn
B. (55)
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The last term here is equal to zero. In fact, using the definition (7) we have
∂βnA = ε∇β (vA · n) = −ω BβA nB + εvA ·∇βn, (56)
and hence DβnA = −εvA ·∇βn. In turn, one can immediately conclude from
∇β (eα · n) = 0 and ∇β (n · n) = 0 that ∇βn =0 and therefore DβnA = 0.
Using metricity condition (42) to express Dβe
B
α in terms of Γ
ρ
νσ and inter-
changing indices we then find
FAB = e
β
Ae
α
B (∂βHα − ∂αHβ) + ε
(
eβAnB − eβBnA
)
∂βφ. (57)
Note that FAB is invariant under the U(1) gauge transformation
HA → HA + eαA∂αΛ, (58)
which in terms of the space time components become Hα → Hα + ∂αΛ,
φ→ φ. Squaring (57) we will find the gauge invariant Lagrangian density for
the massless vector field
L = −1
4
FABF
AB = −1
4
FαβF
αβ − 1
2
ε∂αφ∂
αφ, (59)
where
Fαβ = ∂αHβ − ∂βHα. (60)
Notice that we get the correct sign for the kinetic energy of the scalar field
φ only in the case of de Sitter group (ε = −1) while for anti de Sitter group
ε = 1 we get a ghost. We deduce that the formulation of gravity where the
tangent group is SO(1, d) instead of SO(1, d− 1) unifies spins zero and spin
one in one vector field. If we add to the Lagrangian the term (53) both fields
acquire the same mass.
We now turn to spinors. Because they should respect 5d tangent Lorentz
group it is well known that neither Majorana or Weyl conditions can be
imposed on them [5]. Thus the spinors ψ must be Dirac spinors. The Dirac
action in this case is∫ √
gd4x
(
iψΓADAψ − iDAψΓAψ
)
The spinors do feel the full SO(1, 4) local symmetry. This seems to be a very
strong constraint as it implies that chiral spinors cannot exist if the tangent
10
group is SO(1, 4). This is similar to the situation in case of supersymmetry
in five dimensions [6], [7], or N = 2 supersymmetry. There, it was shown
that it is possible to generalize the Majorana condition by taking a doublet of
spinors [5]. The conclusion we must draw is then that the SO(1, 4) tangent
group implies that spinors must be treated in the same way as in N = 2
supersymmetry. To couple the spinors to vectors, some gauge symmetry
must be introduced. As an example, let us assume the existence of a U(1)
gauge symmetry. In this case the covariant derivative DAψ becomes
DAψ =
(
eµA
(
∂µ +
1
4
ω ABµ ΓAB
)
+ iHA
)
ψ , (61)
which shows that the spinors exist in a unified interactions with both a scalar
and a vector field, as was seen in the decomposition of the vector HA into a
vector Hµ and a scalar φ.
4 Complex gravity and unitary U(1, d−1) tan-
gent group
As a tangent space one can also consider a complex vector space with Her-
mitian scalar product satisfying
(v,u) = (u,v)∗ , (v, αu) = α (v,u) , (62)
where α is a complex number. It follows from here that (αv,u) = α∗ (v,u) .
As before let us introduce in this space the orthonormal basis vA (A =
1, ...N):
(vA,vB) = ηAB. (63)
The condition of orthogonality is preserved under U(1, N−1) transformations
v˜A = U
C
A vC , U
C
A ηCD
(
U DA
)∗
= ηAB. (64)
For generality let us first consider the complex coordinate basis vectors eα
(α = 1, ...d) in d-dimensional manifold and show that in this case we obtain
the Hermitian theory of gravity as formulated by Einstein and Strauss [8],
[9]. Later on we will show that this theory can be consistently truncated
to General Relativity while preserving the unitary structure of the tangent
space.
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Assuming that N ≥ d we can expand the coordinate basis vectors in
terms of vielbein vectors, eα = e
A
αvA, and then the metric on the manifold
can be expressed as
gαβ ≡ (eα, eβ) = eAαeB∗β ηAB. (65)
This metric is Hermitian
gαβ = (eα, eβ) = (eβ, eα)
∗ = g∗βα.
In the case under consideration the affine and spin connections are defined
exactly as in (7). Taking derivative of (65) and using definition in (7) we
obtain
∂γgαβ = (∇γeα, eβ) + (eα,∇γeβ) = Γ
ν∗
αγgνβ + Γ
ν
βγgαν . (66)
These d 3 equations can be solved unambiguously for Γµκρ in terms of metric
gαβ only if we impose the hermiticity condition
Γν∗ρµ = Γ
ν
µρ, (67)
which leaves us with d3 components to be determined. Unlike the real case
equations (67) can be solved only perturbatively. They were first imposed
by Einstein in his formulation of Hermitian gravity which he referred to as
the ”+−” condition [8], [9], [10]. Similar to (8) we derive a condition on spin
connection
ω CαA ηCB = −
(
ω CαB
)∗
ηCA, (68)
which leaves N2d independent components. Taking derivative of (vA, eα) =
eBα ηAB we derive the following metricity conditions
∂γe
A
α = ω
A
γB e
B
α + Γ
ν
αγe
A
ν . (69)
Taking into account that d3 equations (66) determine Γνβγ through ∂γe
A
α we
are left with 2Nd2 − d3 equations to find N2d independent components of
ω CαA . The number of equations match the number of unknown components
only if N = d, that is, when dimension of complex tangent space coincides
with the dimension of the manifold. Hence the gauge group of the tangent
space can be only U(1, d − 1) [11]. In this case we can define the soldering
form eβB, which is inverse to e
A
α :
eαBe
A
α = δ
A
B, e
α
Ae
A
β = δ
α
β . (70)
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The metric with upper indices is then given by
gµν = eµAe
ν∗
B η
AB, (71)
and it is inverse to gαβ
gανg
βν = δβα 6= gανgνβ. (72)
Similar to (41) the curvature of the connection ω BµA can be defined as
[Dµ, Dν ] e
σ
A ≡ R BµνA (ω) eσB
=
(
∂µω
B
νA − ∂νω BµA + ω CµA ω BνC − ω CνA ω BµC
)
eσB. (73)
On the other hand, using the metricity condition, we have
[Dµ, Dν ] e
σ
A = −
(
∂µΓ
σ
ρν − ∂νΓσρµ + ΓσκµΓκρν − ΓσκνΓκρµ
)
eσA
≡ −Rσρµν (Γ) eρA, (74)
and it follows from here that
Rσρµν (Γ) = −eAρR BµνA (ω) eσB. (75)
In particular, the scalar curvature
R (ω) = ηACeµ∗C R
B
µνA (ω) e
ν
B = −ηACeµ∗C Rνρµν (Γ) eρA
= gρµRνρνµ (Γ) = R (Γ) , (76)
is U (1, d− 1) gauge invariant. The scalar curvature is real,
R∗ (ω) = R (ω) . (77)
To prove this we first note the identity
(
R BµνA (ω)
)∗
= −R DµνC (ω) ηCBηDA, (78)
which follows from equation (73) taking into account (68). Using this relation
together with (75) we obtain
(
Rσρµν (Γ)
)∗
= −eA∗ρ
(
R BµνA (ω)
)∗
eσ∗B = e
A∗
ρ R
D
µνC (ω) η
CBηDAe
σ∗
B
= −ηCBeκCeσ∗B Rλκµν (Γ) ηDAeDλ eA∗ρ = −gκσRλκµν (Γ) gλρ. (79)
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It follows from here that the tensor
Rρκµν (Γ) = R
λ
κµν (Γ) gλρ, (80)
is antihermitian with respect to exchange of first two indices
(Rκρµν (Γ))
∗ = −Rρκµν (Γ) , (81)
and it is antisymmetric with respect to exchange of the last two indices (see
(74). Taking this into account we have
R∗ (Γ) = (gρµgνσRσρνµ)
∗ = gµρgσνRρσµν = R (Γ) , (82)
and because R (ω) = R (Γ) , this completes the proof of reality of gauge
invariant scalar curvature.
The identity (81) was not noticed by Einstein and this forced him to
construct Hermitian combinations of the curvature tensor. As we see this
is not necessary because one can use instead the real scalar curvature as
Lagrangian density.
If we write the connection as
ω BµA = ω¯
B
µA +
1
d
ωˆµδ
B
A , (83)
where
ω¯ AµA = 0, ωˆµ = ω
A
µA , (84)
the curvature splits into two pieces
R BµνA (ω) = R
B
µνA (ω¯) +
1
d
R CµνC (ωˆ) δ
B
A , (85)
where
R BµνA (ω¯) =
(
∂µω¯
B
νA − ∂νω¯ BµA + ω¯ CµA ω¯ BνC − ω¯ CνA ω¯ BµC
)
,
R CµνC (ω) = ∂µωˆν − ∂ν ωˆµ. (86)
It follows from here that
R (ω) = ηACeµ∗C R
B
µνA (ω¯) e
ν
B +
1
d
gνµR CµνC (ωˆ) = R (ω¯) +
1
d
R˜ (ωˆ) , (87)
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where R˜ = gνµR AµνA is another scalar curvature invariant. Therefore it can
be added to the action with an arbitrary coefficient leading to the following
most general gauge invariant first order action
S =
∫
d4x
∣∣det eAµ ∣∣
(
αR (ω¯) + βR˜ (ωˆ)
)
. (88)
It must be stressed that we are using here a second order formalism where
the field ω BµA is determined by the metricity condition and not by the field
equations. The best strategy to analyze this action is to solve for ω BµA in a
perturbative expansion in terms of eAµ .
We can understand the above results by noting that the gauge invariant
action allows to use the gauge invariance to reduce the independent com-
ponents of eAα to those of gαβ. In other words we expect that because of
U(1, d− 1) gauge invariance, the action depends only on the metric
gαβ = e
A
αe
B∗
β ηAB ≡ Gαβ + iBαβ.
This theory was considered before using a first order formalism where the
spin-connection was determined from the equations of motion [11]. This is
possible only when the action depends quadratically on the spin-connection.
However, the U(1) part ωˆ of the U(1, d−1) connection being abelian, appears
linearly. This then imposes a constraint on the antisymmetric part of the
metric
∂α
(∣∣det eAµ ∣∣Bαβ) = 0, (89)
which thus remains undetermined [11]. This is to be contrasted with the
second order formalism where all spin-connections are determined from the
metricity condition.
We arrive to an interesting case by requiring that the metric gαβ to be
real. This is equivalent to truncating the Bαβ field. Let
eAα = e
A
α(0) + ie
A
α(1), (90)
so that
Gαβ =
(
eAα(0)e
B
β(0) + e
A
α(1)e
B
β(1)
)
ηAB, (91)
Bαβ =
(
eAα(1)e
B
β(0) − eAα(0)eBβ(1)
)
ηAB, (92)
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Truncating Bαβ gives
1
2
d (d− 1) constraints on the 2d2 (real) fields eAα(0) and
eAα(1). In this case the affine connection is also real and its
1
2
d2 (d+ 1) com-
ponents are Christoffel connection for the metric Gαβ. The remaining
2d3 − 1
2
dd (d− 1)− 1
2
d2 (d+ 1) = d3
independent equations (69) are then enough to unambiguously determine d3
components of ω BµA . This implies that it is possible to enlarge the tangent
group to become U(1, d−1) and still obtain the Einstein gravity without any
modification. The coupling to matter will, however, feel the tangent group
U(1, d− 1).
Matter coupling. When the tangent group is U(1, 3) then from the
previous discussion it should be clear that neither the Majorana nor the
Weyl condition could be imposed, except if a doublet of spinors is taken.
Thus, as with the SO(1, 4) case we must take a Dirac spinor, or a doublet of
Majorana or Weyl spinors, again as in the N = 2 supersymmetric case. We
note the isomorphism of the algebras
U (1, 3) ∼ SO(1, 5)× SO(1, 1). (93)
It is easy to see that U (1, 3) has ten compact generators and six non-compact
generators, while SO(1, 5) has ten compact generators and five non-compact
generators and SO(1, 1) has one non-compact generator. Thus spinors in the
case of unitary tangent group will exhibit conformal local symmetry.
Gravity has a universal coupling to matter. One way to classify the fields
is according to their behavior under the diffeomorphism group, or equiv-
alently under the tangent Lorentz group. A complex scalar field has the
following couplings ∫
d4x
√
det ggµν∂µφ∂νφ
∗. (94)
For a massless vector it can be easily seen that the action can be written in
terms of a complex space-time vector Hµ with the action∫
d4x
√
det ggµρgνσFµνF
∗
ρσ. (95)
Similarly we can treat the case of fields which are in the vector representations
of the gauge group. The fermions have more complicated couplings. First, a
Dirac spinor has the U(1, d− 1) transformation
ψ → eiλ AB ΓAΓBψ, (96)
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where ΓA and ΓA satisfy the relations
{
ΓA,ΓB
}
= 0, {ΓA,ΓB} = 0,
{
ΓA,ΓB
}
= δAB,
and thus ΓAΓ
B are the generators of U(1, d−1).We can define the Hermitian
Dirac matrices
γµ = eµAΓ
A + eµAΓA,
{γµ, γν} = gµν + gνµ,
The covariant derivative is given by
Dµψ = ∂µψ + ω
A
µB ΓAΓ
Bψ,
Hermitian Dirac action is then∫
d4x
∣∣det eAµ ∣∣ψγµDµψ. (97)
Therefore, Dirac spinors do couple to both the symmetric and antisymmetric
components of the Hermitian metric.
5 Conclusions
We have shown that Einstein gravity exhibits universality when formulated
as a gauge theory of tangent space group. Besides of the well known natural
case when the tangent space has the same dimension as the manifold, we
discovered two other possibilities for General Relativity to be reproduced
and the theory still remains unambiguous. Namely, we have shown that
in the four dimensional case the tangent space can be five dimensional and
possess (anti) de Sitter group of symmetry. This group is important when
we incorporate matter couplings to the gravitational field. As an example,
we have shown that de Sitter tangent space group allows us to “unify” 4d
vectors and scalars which become components of the same five dimensional
vector in tangent space. Even more dramatic are the consequences of the
tangent space symmetry group on fermions. They become fundamentally
five dimensional and neither Majorana nor Weyl conditions could be imposed
on them. This situations is similar to N = 2 supersymmetry where we are
forced to generalize the Majorana condition by taking a doublet of spinors.
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We also would like to note that if we impose an extra U (1) local symmetry in
the tangent space then the spinors would exist in a unified interaction with
both scalar and vector fields.
Another interesting possibility arise when we consider complex tangent
space of the same dimension as the manifold. In this case the group of
symmetry is the unitary group. This gives rise generically to the theory of
Hermitian gravity, where the basic fields are the symmetric and antisymmet-
ric components of the metric, which coincide with the basic fields appearing
in effective open string field theory. It is interesting that this theory can be
consistently truncated to Einstein gravity, while still preserving the unitary
group of tangent space. In turn, this has interesting and nontrivial conse-
quences for the coupling to matter which should respect this symmetry. In
a forthcoming paper [12] we shall explore the implications of these new for-
mulations of gravity, especially in regard to the spontaneous breakdown of
these larger symmetries down to the SO(1, d− 1) symmetry.
6 Appendix: The Poincare limit and 3d CS
gravity
In this appendix we examine the special case when the radius of the de Sitter
tangent group becomes infinite, which corresponds to Poincare symmetry.
Later we shall also investigate the correspondence with Chern-Simons gravity
in three dimensions which also have de Sitter or Poincare symmetry [13], [14].
The SO(1, d) group generators satisfy the commutation relations
[JAB, JCD] = −1
2
(ηACJBD − ηBCJAD − ηADJBC + ηBDJAC) . (98)
Splitting the range of the index A = a, d, where a = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1, and
similarly for the other indices we get the usual SO(1, d−1) for the Jab, while
for Jad ≡ RPa we have
[Pa, Pb] = − 1
R2
Jab. (99)
Thus, in the limit R→∞ the de Sitter tangent group becomes the inhomo-
geneous Lorentz group, i.e. ISO(1, d− 1) also known as the Poincare group.
The covariant derivative
Dµ = ∂µ + ω
AB
µ JAB, (100)
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implies that the field ωadµ must be defined as ω
ad
µ ≡ 12Rbaµ so that
Dµ = ∂µ + ω
ab
µ Jab + b
a
µPa, (101)
is independent of the radius R. The curvatures in terms of the redefined fields
are
R abµν = ∂µω
ab
ν − ∂νω abµ + ω acµ ω bνc − ω acν ω bµc −
1
4R2
(
b aµb
b
ν − b bµb aν
)
,
(102)
R adµν =
1
2R
(
∂µb
a
ν − ∂µb aν + ω acµ bνc − ω acν bµc
)
. (103)
The zero torsion condition on eµA is consistent in the limit R → ∞ if we
define
eµ
d
≡ 1
R
cµ, (104)
so that
∂µc
ν − 1
2
b aµe
ν
a + Γ
ν
ρµc
ρ = 0, (105)
which allows us to calculate baµ in terms of c
µ. The field ω abµ is solved from
the condition
∂µe
ν
a + ω
b
µa e
ν
b +
1
2R2
baµc
ν + Γνρµe
ρ
a = 0. (106)
Writing the gravitational action in terms of the rescaled fields, we expand
eµAR
AB
µν (ω) e
ν
B to get
eµae
ν
b
(
∂µω
ab
ν − ∂νω abµ + ω acµ ω bνc − ω acν ω bµc −
1
4R2
(
b aµb
b
ν − b bµb aν
))
+
1
R2
eµac
ν
(
∂µb
a
ν − ∂νb aµ + ω acµ bνc − ω acν bµc
)
. (107)
Therefore it is clear that in the limit R → ∞ the connection ω abµ coincides
with the SO(1, d − 1) Lorentz connection and the action becomes identical
to the Einstein-Hilbert action. The fields b aµ and c
µ drop out of the action.
Thus in the limit of ISO(1, d − 1) the action is indistinguishable from the
SO(1, d− 1) invariant action for gravity.
For matter couplings, especially for the vector HA, the gauge transforma-
tion is
δHA = λABH
B, λAB = −λBA.
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Denoting Hd = φ and λad =
1
2R
λa, the gauge transformations of Ha and φ
are
δHa = λabH
b +
1
2R
λaφ,
δφ = − 1
2R
λaH
a.
Thus, in the limit R→∞ the fields Ha and φ remain in the action as spin one
and spin zero fields, but they decouple in the transformations and become
independent.
When our SO(1, d) gauge invariant gravitational action is taken in three
dimensions, it is natural to ask whether the action obtained is identical to
the Chern-Simons action which was also shown by Achucarro-Townsend [13]
and Witten [14] to be equivalent to the Einstein action in three dimensions,
but with a cosmological constant. In the Chern-Simons construction one uses
only the gauge field ωABµ where the CS action is
ICS =
1
2
∫
d3xǫµνρǫABCD
(
ω ABµ ∂νω
CD
ρ +
2
3
ω ABµ ω
CE
ν ω
D
ρE
)
. (108)
Using the same decomposition for ωABµ as before, we get
1
R
∫
d3xǫµνρǫabcb
a
µ
(
∂νω
bc
ρ + ω
be
ν ω
c
ρe −
1
12R2
b bνb
c
ρ
)
, (109)
which is the the first order formulation of the Einstein action plus a cos-
mological constant, with the dreibein field b aµ . The special case with the
ISO(1, d−1) gauge group can be recovered by rescaling the action by R and
then taking the limit R→∞. In our treatment, there is also the additional
field eµA which is not a gauge field. The field b
a
µ is given by
b aµ = 2e
a
ν∇µcν ,
where eaν is the inverse of e
ν
a. Our action can be expressed in terms of e
ν
a
and a non-propagating field cµ. Comparing the two formulations, we deduce
that the field b aµ must be identified with e
a
µ. Although e
a
µ is not a gauge
field, it can be shown, using the torsion constraint, that its diffeomorphism
transformation with parameters ζµ can yield the same gauge transformation
as b aµ with the gauge parameter λ
a = eaµζ
µ [14]. It then clear that although
20
both formulations have the same gauge symmetry, they have different field
configurations. Moreover, the usual matter couplings in the CS formulation
are not possible because the dreibein b aµ is a gauge field. Any direct coupling
to matter breaks gauge invariance, except for coupling to Wilson lines. In
our case since eµA is not a gauge field, a gauge invariant metric can be easily
formed gµν = eµAe
νA and coupled to any form of matter desired.
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